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Theoretical characterization of the lowest-energy absorption
band of pyrrole
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The lowest-energy band of the electronic spectrum of pyrrole has been studied with vibrational
resolution by using multiconfigurational second-order perturbation theory~CASPT2! and its
multistate extension~MS–CASPT2! in conjunction with large atomic natural orbital-type basis sets
including Rydberg functions. The obtained results provide a consistent picture of the recorded
spectrum in the energy region 5.5–6.5 eV and confirm that the bulk of the intensity of the band
arises from app* intravalence transition, in contradiction to recent theoretical claims. Computed
band origins for the 3s,3p Rydberg electronic transitions are in agreement with the available
experimental data, although new assignments are suggested. As illustrated in the paper, the proper
treatment of the valence–Rydberg mixing is particularly challenging forab initio methodologies and
can be seen as the main source of deviation among the recent theoretical results as regards the
position of the low-lying valence excited states of pyrrole. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiconfigurational second-order perturbation theo
based on a complete active space~CAS! self-consistent field
~SCF! reference wave function, the CASSCF second-or
perturbation theory, CASPT2 method, has proven to b
reliable method to treat a large variety of electronic struct
problems in molecular systems.1,2 Since the method was pro
posed a decade ago, close to 200 compounds ranging
basic organic molecules to large transition metal comple
and biomolecules have been successfully studied~for a se-
lected number of applications see, for instance, rec
reviews.3–6! The study on the electronic spectrum of pyrro
and related heterocycles published in 19937 can be found
among the earliest applications in electronic spectrosc
that used the CASPT2 method. The CASPT2 results for p
role did drastically differ from previous theoretical resu
but were found to be in agreement with experimental d
~see Refs. 7 and 8!. Four theoretical studies have been su
sequently performed at different levels of theory. Overall,
findings reported by Nakanoet al.,9 Trofimov and
Schirmer,10 Palmer et al.,11 and Christiansenet al.12 agree
with the assignments made by us in 1993 based on
CASPT2 results.7 There are, however, certain discrepanc
between the CASPT2 and those results, mainly concern
the assignments related to the observed lowest-energy
of the electronic absorption spectrum of pyrrole, worth e
amining in detail. In particular, the key issue of controver
is whether the lowest valence excited state of1B2 symmetry
contributes to the lowest-energy band or not.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
luis.serrano@uv.es
7520021-9606/2002/116(17)/7526/11/$19.00
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The experimental absorption spectrum of pyrrole h
two intense bands11,13–19 ~see previous papers for earlie
references!.7,14–16 The lowest-energy band has an intens
maximum near 6.0 eV while the second energy has it n
7.5 eV. That most of the intensity of the latter can be attr
uted to the presence of high-lying valence excited states
been supported both experimentally11,15–18 and theoreti-
cally.7,9–12 In the same energy range a number of Rydb
transitions have also been identified. There is agreemen
tween theory and experiment regarding the nature and pl
ment of the lowest singlet excited state of pyrrole. The ch
acter of the peak detected at 5.22 eV13,15–17has been clearly
determined to be of Rydberg nature, corresponding to a t
sition to the 11A2(3s) Rydberg state. The dipole-forbidde
character of the lowest electronic transition in pyrrole w
firmly established in our previous work7 and the assignmen
was supported by most of the previous7,20–22and most recent
theoretical studies,9–12 in agreement with earlier
analyses.15,16 However, for the lowest-energy band record
in the energy range 5.5–6.5 eV one can find in the theor
cal literature~not in the experimental one! as many argu-
ments in favor of the Rydberg character of the band as ab
its valence nature~for historical details the reader is referre
to previous references!.7,10–12,15In the traditional interpreta-
tion of the pyrrole spectrum,15 the intensity of the lowest-
energy band is associated with the presence in this regio
the 1B2 valence excited state ofpp* character. Of course, a
number of low-lying Rydberg transitions are also expected
be interleaved in the same energy region, as has been
firmed both experimentally and theoretically. Indeed, the
multaneous occurrence of many overlapping Rydberg se
and valence excited states is responsible for the com
il:
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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7527J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 17, 1 May 2002 Lowest-energy absorption of pyrrole
structure of the electronic spectrum of pyrrole. It is also
underlying reason why the theoretical calculations beco
especially challenging. In order to elucidate whether a ph
cal valence–Rydberg mixing takes place or it is just an a
fact of the calculation seems to be the crucial issue for theab
initio research of excited states. It particularly holds true
the two lowest excited states of pyrrole of1B2 symmetry.
The previous CASPT2 results7 vertically located the
1B2(3p) and 1B2(pp* ) excited states at 5.78 and 6.00 e
respectively. The computed oscillator strengths for the tr
sitions were in agreement with the corresponding Rydb
and valence nature, 0.040 and 0.125, respectively. There
the CASPT2 results supported the traditional interpreta
of the lowest-energy band of the absorption spectrum of p
role. Nevertheless, the recent large-scale calculations ca
out with the multireference perturbation~MRMP! theory9

and the best estimate obtained using coupled-cluster~CC!
response methodology12 place the1B2(pp* ) valence ex-
cited state at 6.51 and 6.57 eV, respectively. Time depend
density functional theory~TD-discrete Fourier transform
DFT! ~HCTH! calculations23 gave a similar picture, with a
transition to the1B2(pp* ) valence state at 6.45 eV and a
oscillator strength smaller for the valence than for the R
berg transition. The multireference configuration interact
~CI! result for the1B2(pp* ) state is somewhat higher~6.77
eV!.11 That is, the difference from the CASPT2 result is
much as 0.6 eV. A considerable valence–Rydberg mixing
been reported for the lowest1B2 valence excited state at bot
levels of calculation. Accordingly, the associated electro
transitions are predicted with too small oscillator strengths
comparable magnitude. It is appropriate to recall that
around 6.5 eV the observed absorption spectrum in the va
dips gently before the second-energy band begins
develop.11,15,17Moreover, the traditional interpretation of th
lowest-energy band as containing the valence1B2(pp* ) in-
tensity is consistent with the experimental fact that the b
is clearly identified both in vapor and condensed phases.
maximum of a clearly observed band has been measure
hexane at 5.96 eV19 and in liquid pyrrole at 5.90 eV.16 In the
crystal spectrum the band is placed at 6.0 eV, while a fo
times stronger band, presumably corresponding to the 7.5
valence transition in the vapor, has its maximum higher th
the upper limit of measurement, 6.7 eV.16 The Rydberg states
should play a minor role in condensed phases, therefo
would be hardly understandable if the band found in solut
and crystal is not the consequence of an intravalence tra
tion. Recently, Palmeret al.11 have expressed a similar opin
ion in their combined experimental–theoretical paper. Th
have carried out a reinvestigation and extension of the
served vacuum ultraviolet and near-threshold elect
energy-loss~EEL! spectra. Despite the fact that their mul
reference CI result places the valence1B2 state too high, they
think that there can be little doubt from both experiment a
theory that most of the intensity in the lowest-energy ba
arises from an intravalence electronic transition.11

The importance of the pyrrole system in many aspect
current chemistry~organic synthesis, biochemistry, conduc
ing polymers, etc!, together with the mentioned discrepa
cies of recent studies with respect to the CASPT2 result
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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connection with the assignment of the lowest-energy b
has inspired us to undertake a more detailed study of
5.5–6.5 eV energy region at the CASPT24,24 and multistate
CASPT2 ~MS–CASPT2! levels.25 As demonstrated in the
presentation of the method and in applications perform
subsequently, the MS–CASPT2 level is able to handle s
rious valence–Rydberg mixings.25–29 The geometry of the
relevant excited states has been optimized at the CAS
level. In total six excited states have been considered. T
are involved in the two lowest-energypp* , 3s, and 3p
Rydberg electronic transitions. In addition to the vertical e
citation energies, the corresponding band origins have b
computed. The study includes zero point energy~ZPE! cor-
rections. For the vibrational analysis CASPT2 force fie
are employed to compute the corresponding vibronic int
sities. The computed band including the contributions fro
the six transitions nicely match the absorption spectrum
the energy region of interest and confirms our previous
signments. As discussed below, an inadequate treatmen
the valence–Rydberg mixing at the MRMP and CC levels
probably the major reason for the too high excitation en
gies computed for the lowest valence excited state of1B2

symmetry. This problem is shared by the CASPT2 method
particular circumstances, as it will be commented, beca
the valence–Rydberg mixing is extremely sensitive to sm
changes in the level of the calculation, such as modificati
in geometry, basis sets, active spaces, etc.

II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Generally contracted basis sets of atomic natural orb
~ANO! type obtained from the C,N(14s9p4d)/H(8s) primi-
tive sets,30 the so-called ANO-L, with the
C,N@4s3p2d#/H@3s2p# contraction schemes were use
They were supplemented with diffuse functions placed at
charge centroid of the ground state of the positive ion, c
tracted from a set of 8s8p8d primitive functions. Two con-
traction sets of Rydberg functions were employed: 1s1p and
1s1p1d. The former was used in the geometry optimizatio
and the latter for the computation of the vertical excitatio
and band origins. The Rydberg functions were built follo
ing the procedure described elsewhere.3 The pyrrole mol-
ecule, located in theyz plane with thez axis being the C2
symmetry axis, was computed within the C2v symmetry con-
straints. Geometry optimizations were also restricted to
C2v symmetry. Force field calculations, however, were p
formed in lower symmetries in order to compute the differe
components.

The reference wave functions and the molecular orbi
were obtained from state-average~SA!-CASSCF calcula-
tions, including all the states of interest for a given symm
try. For the geometry optimizations the active space co
prises thep valence molecular orbitals~valence excited
states! plus the Rydberg orbitals as appropriate to descr
the Rydberg states of interest. The active space including
five valence orbitals ofp character plus the nine (n53)
Rydberg orbitals~six active electrons! was subsequently em
ployed to compute transition energies and the remain
spectroscopic properties. The CASSCF wave functions w
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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7528 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 17, 1 May 2002 Roos et al.
employed as reference functions in a single-state sec
order perturbation CASPT2 treatment.1,2 The coupling of the
CASSCF wave functions via dynamic correlation was de
with by means of the extended multistate CASPT2 approa
the MS–CASPT2 method.25 An effective Hamiltonian ma-
trix is constructed where the diagonal elements correspon
the CASPT2 energies and the off-diagonal elements in
duce the coupling to second order in the dynamic correla
energy. In this manner, the states considered in a M
CASPT2 computation can be treated simultaneously with
correlation effects on the reference functions included,
the possibly erroneous valence–Rydberg mixing can be
moved. Well-known examples of a strong valence–Rydb
interaction at the CASSCF level are the excited states
ethene and butadiene.25,31 A similar situation occurs in
s-tetrazine26 andn-tetrasilane.27 Perturbation modified CAS
~PMCAS-CI! reference functions~the model states!,25 i.e.,
linear combinations of all CAS states involved in the MS
CASPT2 calculation, were employed to compute the co
sponding transition dipole moments according to the C
state interaction~CASSI! protocol.32,33

Geometry optimizations were carried out at the CASP
level for the seven states under consideration. It is wo
mentioning that vibrational progressions were found to
particularly well described and in agreement with expe
mental data, in both intensities and energies, when CAS
optimized geometries were employed for the theoretical
termination of the 1B2u and 1B1u vibronic bands of
benzene.34 The band origins~0–0 transition energies! were
computed at the MS–CASPT2 level at the CASPT2 geo
etry minima of the corresponding states and include the z
point vibrational correction. One exception is the 21A1 va-
lence excited state, where a CASSCF force field w
employed. The state is calculated to have many imagin
out-of-plane frequencies at the CASPT2 level. Because
the low intensity of this transition, its contribution to the fin
spectrum is, however, limited.

Regarding the calculations on the vibrational profiles
the absorption transitions, frequencies are obtained from
monic analyses of the computed force fields. Intensities
obtained as oscillator strengths of the transitions, calcula
as

f 5 2
3 DE Mgi, f j

2 , ~1!

where DE is the transition energy andMgi, f j
2 the vibronic

transition moment. The matrix elements describing the tr
sition moment function are expressed in terms of Franc
Condon factors, that is, overlaps between two sets of
monic oscillator functions representing the force fields of
participating states.35 The vibronic transition moment is
computed as

Mgi, f j5Mg f~Q0!^f i~Q!uf j~Q!&

1(
k

S ]Mg f

]Qk
D ^f i~Q!uQkuf j~Q!&, ~2!

wheregi and f j are the initial and final vibronic states, re
spectively, andf(Q) represents the vibrational function
Mg f(Q0) is the electronic transition dipole moment functio
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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evaluated at the initial state geometry by means of
CASSI method.33 The vibrational wave functions use forc
fields taken directly from the second derivatives, with
adjustment for anharmonicities. The Condon approximat
requires the neglect of all but the first term, which usua
dominates the one-photon symmetry allowed transitions.
other terms represent an electronic transition moment
duced by distortion away from the equilibrium. This
known as Herzberg–Teller vibronic coupling and the pres
approach will include first derivatives only, as shown in t
formula above. The computed spectra include excitations
to four quanta in the excited state. A full explanation of t
procedure followed to obtain the vibronic intensities can
found elsewhere.34,36In order to account for the finite exper
mental resolution and for the degrees of freedom not con
ered here~such as rotation!, the vibrational spectra compute
in the present study were convoluted with a Lorentzian fu
tion of full width at half maximum~FWHM! corresponding
to a lifetime of 33 fs. The temperature was considered
including a population of the vibrational states through
Boltzmann distribution at 10 K, therefore the presence
intense hot bands in the computed spectrum can be ruled

All calculations were carried out using theMOLCAS-5

quantum-chemical package.37

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The lowest-energy absorption band of pyrrole

Figure 1 displays the structure and labeling of the p
role molecule. Table I compiles the main equilibrium bo
distances for the ground and low-lying excited states of
molecule. The determined parameters for the ground s
are in agreement with the structure characterized experim
tally from microwave spectra of isotopic pyrroles.38 The ge-
ometry optimizations, performed numerically at the CASP
level for each of the states, were restricted to the planarC2v
symmetry. As shall be discussed below, the compu
CASPT2 force fields confirm the planar, C2v , character of
the ground and four Rydberg states. Imaginary frequen
found for some of the out-of-plane modes in the two op
mized geometries of the valence excited states indicate
they may have a nonplanar optimal conformations. Geo
etry optimizations performed also numerically at t
CASPT2 level by using the 6-31G* basis set and withou

FIG. 1. Molecular structure, labeling, and orientation for pyrrole.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Equilibrium geometries for the ground and low-lying singlet excited states of neutral pyrrole an
ground state of the positive ion optimized at the CASPT2 level employing the ANa

C,N@4s3p2d#/H@3s2p#11s1p basis set.

Parameterb 1 1A1
c 1A1(pp* ) 1B2(pp* ) 1A2(3s) 1A2(3p) 1B1(3p) 1B2(3p) 1 2A2

r (N–C1) 1.376~1.370! 1.396 1.438 1.351 1.365 1.363 1.359 1.35
r (C1– C2) 1.386~1.382! 1.455 1.450 1.440 1.433 1.433 1.436 1.42
r (C2– C28) 1.422~1.417!d 1.473 1.385 1.375 1.378 1.380 1.374 1.38
r (N–H0) 1.003~0.996! 1.004 1.001 1.058 1.015 1.009 1.008 1.01
r (C1– H1) 1.075~1.076! 1.076 1.077 1.080 1.079 1.078 1.077 1.07
r (C2– H2) 1.076~1.077! 1.075 1.076 1.076 1.074 1.076 1.076 1.07

aSee Ref. 30.
bBond distances in Å.
cExperimental data within parentheses taken from microwave spectra. See Ref. 38.
dFrom the angles reported in the microwave spectra~see Ref. 38! the r (C2– C28) bond length yields 1.415 Å.
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symmetry constraints39 obtained a planar C2v geometry for
the 1B2 valence state and a nonplanar structure for the 21A1

valence state. Deviation from planarity of the1B2 valence
excited state, if any, should be rather small.

Upon electronic excitation the six excited states have
common the increase of the C1– C2 bond distance. For the
valence excited states this can be easily rationalized ta
into account the bonding interaction between the C1 and C2

atoms in the valence 1a2 highest occupied molecular orbita
~HOMO! and its antibonding nature in the valence virtu
MOs ~both 3b1 and 2a2!. The increase of the C1– C2 bond
length with respect to the ground state is not so pronoun
for the Rydberg states because they merely involve a o
electron promotion from the HOMO to a 3s,3p Rydberg-like
MO. As expected, the optimized geometry for the compu
Rydberg states closely resembles the ground state geom
of the cation~1 2A2 state!. Similar reasoning can be applie
to explain the decrease obtained in the C2– C28 bond distance
of the 1B2(pp* ) valence state, involving primarily the
HOMO and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~LUMO!
with antibonding (1a2) bonding (3b1) character between th
C2 and C28 atoms, respectively. Also, the N– C1 distance
increases for the1B2(pp* ) valence state, because th
HOMO and LUMO orbitals, with regard to this bond, a
nonbonding and antibonding, respectively. The obtain
CASPT2 geometries are similar to those computed at
coupled-cluster singles doubles~CCSD! level12 for the
ground and the three 3p Rydberg states. The maximum di
ferences are found in the C1– C2 length, 0.002 and 0.013 Å
shorter in the ground and 3p Rydberg states, respectively,
the CASPT2 level of calculation.

The adiabatic band origins~0–0!, Te , and vertical exci-
tation energies (Tv) are listed in Table II. The difference
betweenTv and Te energies is at most 0.2 eV and can
related to the structural change of the corresponding exc
state. On the other hand, the difference between the 0–0
Te energies accounts for the zero point energy~ZPE! correc-
tion and is small (,0.1 eV) in all cases. Before entering in
a discussion of the vibrational profiles, several conclusi
can be made. First, as mentioned in Sec. I, we notice
clear one-photon forbidden character of the very weak tr
sition observed starting at 4.96 eV, already suggested by
via et al.16 as the origin of the HOMO→3s 1A2 transition.
Our computed band origin at 4.98 eV and vertical excitat
 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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at 5.22 eV fully agree with both the recorded band orig
~4.96 eV! and the observed maximum~5.22 eV! for the
1a2→3s electronic transition.16 We believe that the discus
sion on the band assignment13,15,17,40has reached its end
Second, the computed results confirm that both vertically
adiabatically the 21A1(pp* ) excited state lies below the
1 1B2(pp* ) excited state. The two states are found to
involved in the lowest-energy absorption band, although
intensity of the transition to the 21A1(pp* ) state is pre-
dicted to be much lower. Third, the 11B2(pp* ) excited
state is calculated to be below the states of the HOM
→3p Rydberg series. Although there is a certain degree
uncertainty in the position of the1B2 states, probably large
than that of the other states, it should not significantly aff
the final conclusions.

The discussion of the remaining assignments require
more detailed analysis of the vibrational structure of the
sorption bands. Table III compiles the CASPT2~unless indi-
cated! harmonic frequencies corresponding to the seven
timized states of pyrrole. Figure 2 reproduces the measu
optical spectrum of pyrrole in the vapor15 together with our
computed spectra, which includes the summed intensity
the absorption transitions to the six mentioned excited s
es.The agreement between the experimental and the the
ical profiles is noticeable. As reported in Table II, most of t
intensity in the computed band originates in the transition
the 11B2(pp* ) valence excited state, with an oscillato

TABLE II. Computed excitation energies~eV! and oscillator strengths (f )
together with available experimental data.

State 0–0 Te Vertical Exp~0–0! f a

1 1A2(3s) 4.98 5.02 5.22 4.96b forbidden
2 1A1(pp* ) 5.57 5.67 5.82 0.036
1 1B2(pp* ) 5.71 5.73 5.87 5.70c,d 0.209
2 1A2(3pz) 5.77 5.83 5.97 forbidden
1 1B1(3py) 5.90 5.87 5.87 5.86d 0.026
2 1B2(3px) 5.91 5.93 6.09 5.70d 0.013

aComputed at the ground state geometry~PMCAS–CI TDMs and MS–
CASPT2 energies!.

bEstimated band origin and assignment from the optical spectrum~see Ref.
16!.

cPreferred assignment based on the present results and the analysis of
et al. ~Ref. 16!.

dFrom optical and EEL spectra by Palmeret al. ~Ref. 11!.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Computed vibrational harmonic frequencies (cm21) for the low-lying excited states of pyrrole a
the CASPT2 level of calculation.

Symmetry Modea 1 1A1
b 1A2(3s) 1A1(pp* )c 1B2(pp* ) 1A2(3p) 1B1(3p) 1B2(3p)

a1 n1(n9) 3600~3531! 3327 3724 3594 3581 3545 3463
n2(n8) 3377~3145! 3292 3361 3333 3255 3327 3384
n3(n7) 3329~3129! 3245 3333 3312 3188 3293 3370
n4(n6) 1480~1467! 1570 1610 1545 1560 1566 1627
n5(n5) 1461~1382! 1461 1517 1385 1405 1466 1467
n6(n4) 1174~1144! 1141 1185 1132 1185 1164 1164
n7(n3) 1075~1074! 1051 1082 1056 932 1114 1113
n8(n2) 1031~1016! 1023 1032 973 900 932 998
n9(n1) 904~881! 854 813 725 532 897 910

a2 n10(n20) 860~869! 910 311 820 940 905 890
n11(n19) 661~710! 862 238i 592 846 734 658
n12(n18) 610~618! 491 607i 383 501 451 455

b2 n13(n17) 3309~3145! 3282 3356 3299 3342 3305 3305
n14(n16) 3275~3129! 3263 3319 3286 3324 3229 3292
n15(n15) 1560~1530! 1442 1626 2277 1628 1530 1515
n16(n14) 1458~1422! 1305 1510 1315 1450 1348 1335
n17(n13) 1313~1287! 1285 1394 1207 1391 1162 1300
n18(n12) 1178~1134! 1052 1237 1115 1067 949 1105
n19(n11) 1071~1048! 988 1051 927 967 690 1006
n20(n10) 871~865! 768 800 779 598 625 767

b1 n21(n24) 811~826! 891 497 622 898 969 825
n22(n23) 717~721! 725 280 330 799 831 735
n23(n22) 633~601! 629 111i 143i 582 818 601
n24(n21) 464~474! 467 660i 381i 415 567 466

aHerzberg’s convention~Ref. 41!. Lord and Miller convention within parentheses~Ref. 44!.
bGround state harmonic frequencies. Experimental fundamentals~Ref. 43! within parentheses.
cCASSCF force field at the CASPT2 optimized geometry.
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strength at the ground state geometry of 0.209, 1 orde
magnitude larger than for the other transitions. Figure 3 c
tains the individual contributions for each of the electron
transitions, where the relative extinction coefficients of so
of the bands have been enhanced.

Most of the analyses of the pyrrole spectrum in the va
have identified two clear vibrational progressions in the 5
6.2 eV range of energies. Baviaet al.16 assigned the ob
served peak at 5.64 eV to the origin of a transition wh
they suggested to correspond to the 11B2(pp* ) valence ex-
cited state, extended to higher frequencies beneath a s
Rydberg transitions. The peak was reported to be broa
than the typical Rydberg transitions and not to be affecte
a large temperature range~ruling out the possibility of being
a hot band!. The assignment was confirmed to be in agr
ment with the findings in the crystal and liquid spectra
pyrrole16 where the presence of one or even two valen
transitions seemed clear. Palmeret al.11 measured the peak a
5.70 eV and tentatively assigned it to the origin of the tra
sition to the 1B2(3px) Rydberg state. The band does n
carry the photoelectron spectrum~PES! vibrational profile, a
sign which would indicate its unequivocal Rydberg char
ter. Palmeret al.11 ascribed this fact to the mixing of the sta
with the underlying1B2(pp* ) valence state. A second ban
and the most intense peak of the spectrum, measured at
eV, has been clearly and unambiguously assigned to the
gin of the 1a2→3py Rydberg transition to the 11B1(3py)
state~notice the change in labels in the different papers
cause of the respective molecular orientations!. The band
carries the PES vibrational signature corresponding to
 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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first ionization potential from the 1a2 orbital11,14 confirming
the Rydberg nature of the transition. The three main exp
mental studies11,14,16preferred the 11B1(3py) assignment to
the possibility of a transition to the1B2(3px) Rydberg state,
expected to interact strongly with the valence state and l
to broader bands.16 Other results obtained in a multiphoto
ionization study of pyrrole18 are too uncertain for then53
Rydberg series to be of any use, especially when they
agree with all the other experimental evidences.

Our computed results confirm most of the described
signments and proposals while resolving some of the un
tainties. According to the energy order, the first of the tra
sitions forming the 5.5–6.5 eV band of pyrrole correspon
to the 21A1(pp* ) valence excited state, having a band o
gin calculated at 5.57 eV and a vertical energy of 5.82
The vertical oscillator strength is 0.036. Although the over
intensity is similar to that of the optically allowed compute
Rydberg transitions, it is clearly spread over a larger num
of vibronic transitions~see Fig. 3!, unlike the Rydberg bands
which have the bulk of their intensities concentrated in
0–0 band. Therefore, no prominent peak can be expecte
arise from the 21A1(pp* ) transition. No evidence of any
important peak has been found experimentally in the lo
energy tail of the band, which decreases in intensity until
observed weak shoulder near 5.2 eV~Ref. 15! corresponding
to the 11A2(3s) state. Second in energy, the 11B2(pp* )
valence state is computed. The origin of its related transit
is obtained at 5.71 eV and its vertical energy and oscilla
strength are 5.87 eV and 0.209, respectively. The transi
to the 21A2(3pz) state is next in energy, at 5.77 eV. It
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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optically forbidden and cannot be detected in the one-pho
spectrum. The band origin of the transition to the 11B1(3py)
Rydberg state is found at 5.90 eV with a vertical oscilla
strength of 0.026, while the origin of the Rydberg transiti
to the 21B2(3px) state is computed at 5.91 eV with a ban
oscillator strength of 0.013.

In agreement with Baviaet al.16 we ascribe the 5.70 eV
band, also detected by Palmeret al.,11 to the band origin of
the valence 11B2(pp* ) band, computed at 5.71 eV an
clearly visible both in the summed spectrum of Fig. 2 and
the individual 11B2(pp* ) spectrum of Fig. 3 as the 0–
transition. No other transitions are visible in the vicinity
this band and the Rydberg transition origins are 0.2
shifted to higher energies. The assignment is not in disag
ment with Palmeret al.,11 who suggested the corresponden
to the Rydberg1B2 state to fill its apparent absence in th
spectrum, despite contradictory evidence as to the lack
PES signature. The current results are consistent with
available experimental data and help to rationalize the

FIG. 2. Experimental~upper! ~Ref. 15! and theoretical~lower! absorption
low-energy band of the pyrrole molecule. The experimental band is obta
from the vapor optical spectrum~Ref. 15!. The CASPT2/MS–CASPT2 con
tains the summed absorption bands from the ground to each of the
low-lying singlet excited states. Relative extinction coefficients in abcis
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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corded profiles. We have, however, to recall that the posit
of the valence and Rydberg1B2 states is computed within 0.2
eV, that is, the expected error bar of the employed meth

The most intense band in our spectrum is computed
5.90 eV ~see Fig. 2!. It is formed mainly by the sum of
intensities of three transitions: 11B2(pp* ), 1 1B1(3py),
and 21B2(3px). The largest contribution originates obv
ously from the intense 11B2(pp* ) intravalence transition,
however, as most of the intensity of the 11B1(3py) band is
carried by its 0–0 transition, the added strengths combin
to produce a sharp peak. We therefore confirm the previ
assignment11,14,16of the most intense 5.86 eV band basica
to the transition to the 11B1(3py) Rydberg state, with an
underlying contribution of the 11B2(pp* ) valence transi-
tion. As the computed band origin for the 21B2(3px) band is
close to this energy, 5.91 eV, there will be also a participat
of this transition to the overall intensity, although its vertic
oscillator strength is computed lower than those of the ot
states, 0.013. As the accuracy of our calculations is not
pected to be below 0.05 eV, it is not possible to predict t
the observed 5.86 eV peak also has a contribution of
2 1B2(3px) transition. We prefer the classical assignment
the band to the 11B1(3py) transition and simply suggest tha
the weaker 21B2(3px) band cannot be directly observed b
cause it lies beneath the more intense 11B2(pp* ) and
1 1B1(3py) bands.

A comparison of the present results with the other th
retical data reported recently9–12 indicates that similar con-
clusions and assignments are obtained for the 3s and 3p
Rydberg states. We restrict the comparison to the most c
plete results at the CC level estimated to be the b
CCSDR~3! plus basis set correction effects.12 They include
vertical and 0–0 transitions for the Rydberg 3s,3p states.
The vertical excitation energies~eV! at the CASPT2~CC!
levels for the 1A2(3s), 21A2(3pz), 1 1B1(3py), and
2 1B2(3px) states are: 5.22~5.20!, 5.97 ~5.94!, 5.87 ~5.95!,
and 6.09~6.04! eV, respectively. The maximum difference
energy is 0.08 eV for the 11B1(3py) state. Regarding the
0–0 transitions, both including the ZPE correction, the c
responding results are: 4.98~4.83!, 5.77 ~5.75!, 5.90 ~5.84!,
and 5.91~5.80! eV, respectively in the same order as befo
The agreement of the two sets of values is good in both
vertical and adiabatic Rydberg transitions. The larger d
crepancy is observed for the 21B2(3px) 0–0 transition,
which is 0.11 eV lower at the CC level of calculation. Als
for the 21B2(3px) transition we find the largest discrepanc
between the CC and PMCAS-CI/MS–CASPT2 vertical o
cillator strengths, five times larger in the CC calculation
These differences are better reflected in the results for
valence states, where only vertical CC excitation energies
available. The vertical absorptions at the MS–CASPT2 le
have been computed at 5.82 and 5.87 eV, respectively, for
2 1A1(pp* ) and 11B2(pp* ) valence states, with oscillato
strengths 0.036 and 0.209, respectively. The CC values
6.37 ~0.001! and 6.57 eV~0.033!, respectively, with the os-
cillator strengths within parentheses. The discrepancy in
2 1A1(pp* ) excitation energy can be understood because
the problems of the CC methods on dealing with states w
large multiconfigurational character. In this case also th

d
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.
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FIG. 3. Computed absorption bands from the ground to each of the six low-lying singlet excited states of pyrrole. Relative extinction coefficients inbcises.
Some of the intensity scales have been enhanced.
-
M
eV
he
is-

ci-
ths,
the
are large contributions (.25%) of doubly excited configu
rations. Other multireference treatments such and MR
placed the state near the MS–CASPT2 results, at 6.019

The discrepancy in the vertical excitation energy of t
1 1B2(pp* ) valence state is even larger and it will be d
cussed in the next sections.
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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B. The vibrational structure of the low-lying electronic
bands of pyrrole

Table IV compiles the computed and experimental ex
tation energies and energy differences, oscillator streng
and proposed assignments for the vibrational bands of
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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low-lying singlet excited states of pyrrole. Notice that t
bands drawn in Figs. 2 and 3 correspond to the sum of
oscillator strengths obtained within the present model onc
FWHM has been selected and therefore they have to be
sidered as relative extinction coefficients. The directly co
puted oscillator strengths for the vibronic bands are th
listed in Table IV, while the total area forming the absorpti
band corresponds to the total computed oscillator streng

There are three basic sources of information on the
brational structure of the bands of pyrrole: the analyses of
optical spectra by Derricket al.,14 Bavia et al.,16 and the
most recent and more extended study reported by Pa
et al.11 The energies in Table IV have been taken from
latter, although the three studies agree within less tha

TABLE IV. Computed and experimental excitation energies and energy
ferences (E/eV), oscillator strengths (f ), and assigments for the vibrationa
bands of the low-lying electronic states of pyrrole.

Theoretical Theoretical Exp.a

E/eV f /1023 Band E/eV f /1023 Band E/eV Band

1 1A2(3s)b 1 1B2(pp* )

0.0780 0.010 230
1 5.7087 6.822 00

0 5.698 00
0

0.0898 0.015 220
1 0.0898 7.325 90

1 0.103
0.1128 0.036 100

1 0.1206 8.734 80
1 0.126c

0.1559 0.018 230
2 0.1915 5.407 40

1

0.2431 0.042 100
1 70

1 0.2104 9.790 80
1 90

1 0.231c

0.2411 5.717 80
2

2 1A1(pp* ) 0.2609 4.527 80
1 60

1

0.2814 5.952 90
1 40

1

5.5704 2.026 00
0 0.3003 4.882 80

1 90
2

0.1343 3.474 70
1 0.3122 7.229 80

1 40
1

0.1469 1.121 60
1 0.3310 6.604 80

2 90
1

0.2621 0.703 70
1 80

1 0.4020 8.269 80
1 90

1 40
1

0.2684 2.908 70
2 0.4328 4.889 80

2 40
1

0.3454 0.938 70
2 100

2 0.4918 4.223 80
1 90

2 40
1

0.3963 0.556 70
2 80

1 0.5226 5.762 80
2 90

1 40
1

0.4027 1.583 70
3 0.5936 4.155 80

1 90
1 40

2

1A2(3pz)
b 1B1(3py)

0.0514 0.745 240
1 5.9022 7.637 00

0 5.861 00
0

0.0722 2.097 230
1 0.1112 0.579 90

1 0.090
0.1049 1.712 110

1 0.1156 1.960 80
1 0.110 80

1

0.1113 1.343 210
1 0.1443 1.283 60

1 0.131 60
1

0.1838 0.729 230
1 80

1 0.1480 0.404 240
2 0.147

0.2264 0.723 230
1 50

1 0.1551 0.175 200
2 0.164

0.1816 2.164 50
1 0.175 50

1

1B2(3px) 0.1942 0.816 40
1 0.180 40

1

0.2268 0.205 80
1 90

1

5.9008 4.308 00
0 0.2311 0.163 80

2 0.228 80
2

0.1130 0.943 90
1 0.2600 0.261 80

1 60
1 0.243 80

1 60
1

0.1249 0.790 190
1 0.2888 0.132 60

2 0.263 60
2

0.1380 0.530 70
1 0.2930 0.155 90

1 50
1 0.266

0.1445 0.839 60
1 0.2973 0.560 80

1 50
1 0.277

0.1656 0.494 160
1 0.3097 0.218 80

1 40
1 0.295

0.1820 1.353 50
1 0.3261 0.280 60

1 50
1 0.304 60

1 50
1

0.2018 1.356 40
1 0.3634 0.325 50

2 0.320
0.4035 0.359 40

2 0.3759 0.259 50
1 40

1 0.356 50
1 40

1

aEnergies taken from Palmeret al. ~Ref. 11! similar to those in Derrick
et al. ~Ref. 14! and Baviaet al. ~Ref. 16!.

bThe forbidden 00
0 bands are placed at 4.9784 eV (1A2(3s)) and 5.7222 eV

(1A2(3pz)).
cObserved at 5.818 and 5.923 eV, respectively, by Baviaet al. ~Ref. 16!.
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meV. The normal modes have been labeled according
Herzberg’s notation.41 There is a general agreement on t
assignment of most of the vibrational structure found b
tween 5.8 and 6.2 eV to the 11B1(3py) transition, with its
band origin at 5.86 eV~computed 5.90 eV!. At lower ener-
gies several transitions were reported and assigned eith
the 11B2(pp* ) valence transition16 or to the 21B2(3px)
Rydberg excitation.11

Starting with the low intensity bands, 11A2(3s) extends
from its one-photon forbidden origin at 4.98 eV in a som
what long progression up to 6.0 eV. The band will be visib
only in the low-energy region where no other transition
present. Notice that the intensity for this band in Fig. 3
enhanced 200 times. The most intense peaks correspon
out-of-plane vibrations, in particular excitation 100

1 (a2) in
which the hydrogens H2 and H28 break the planarity. A con-
ventional nomenclature has been introduced42 where the
mode is represented by its number and the number of qu
in the lower or upper state as a subscript or a supersc
respectively. The out-of-planea2 and b1 modes act as cou
pling modes for the in-plane vibrations, such in the 100

170
1

band. The overall profile of the 11A2(3s) band has a com-
puted maximum at 5.22 eV corresponding to the obser
intensity maximum near 5.2 eV.15 The 21A1(pp* ) band is
next in energy and it also has low intensity. The compu
summed spectrum in Fig. 2 has a set of bands at 5.6
related to the 21A1(pp* ) valence transition. These peak
are not observed in the experimental spectrum. The energ
the transition origin has probably been underestimated at
MS–CASPT2 level or the calculated oscillator strength
too large. The corresponding vibrational progression is a
large because of the changes in the length of the C–C bo
with respect to the ground state values. The most inte
progression seats on moden7 , corresponding to the plus
combination of the symmetric stretchings C1– C2 (C18– C28)
and N– C1 (N– C18). Next in energy is the 21A2(3pz) band,
also a one-photon forbidden transition. The intensity of
band is not as low as might have been expected. Becaus
its forbidden character all the intensity is obtained from t
first-order elements in the Herzberg–Teller expansion,
which theb1 , a2 , andb2 vibrations act as coupling mode
for the totally symmetric vibrations. In particular, the mo
intense progressions correspond to moden23, involving out-
of-plane displacements in all hydrogens. The band is loca
in the vicinity of both 21A1(pp* ) and 11B2(pp* ) valence
bands, from which the transition will borrow most of th
intensity through the coupling witha2 andb1 modes, respec-
tively.

The absorption band to the 11B2(pp* ) valence state is
intense and displays a large number of vibrational progr
sions. Our computed band origin at 5.709 eV can be te
tively assigned to the clear peak observed at 5.698 eV,
lated to the 11B2(pp* ) valence transition by Baviaet al.16

and1B2(3px) Rydberg transition by Palmeret al.11 In Table
IV we have ascribed three observed, but unassigned, pea
the most intense bands computed in our spectrum. Ba
labeled as 90

1 and 80
1 are clearly visible in the spectrum be

low the 11B1(3py) origin and should correspond to a lowe
electronic transition. The peak assigned to the 80

190
1 vibra-

f-
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tional excitation of 11B2(pp* ) is too close to the
1 1B1(3py) band origin and the present assignment sho
be preferred. The most intense progressions in the absorp
band to the 11B2(pp* ) valence state correspond to excit
tions to symmetrica1 modes, in particular modesn4 , n8 ,
and n9 , composed mainly by the bending of C1– C2– H2,
stretching of N– C1, and bending of N– C1– C2, respec-
tively. Most of the observed and assigned vibrational ba
in the spectrum of pyrrole in this energy range have b
ascribed, however, to the 11B1(3py) Rydberg transition. The
agreement between our computed and the observed re
strongly confirm these assignments. It is not surprising th
somewhat weak Rydberg transition prevails in a reg
where a much more intense valence state is placed. Th
tense transitions to valence states, because of their sm
lifetimes, are usually broader than those corresponding
Rydberg transitions, which are much sharper and cle
identified in the vapor. It is therefore common that the vib
tional structure of a Rydberg band is identified, whereas
intense valence transition lies beneath as a broad band.15

The band origin of the 11B1(3py) transition is observed
as the highest peak at 5.861 eV.11 Our result places the ban
at 5.902 eV also with the largest intensity~see Fig. 3!. Four
a1 modes are the main responsiblity of the measured inte
progressions:n5 , n8 , n6 , andn4 in order of decreasing in
tensity of their fundamental excitation. The main contrib
tions to the normal modes can be described as the ben
N– C1– H1 plus stretching C1– C2 (n5), bending N– C1– C2

plus C1– C2– H2 (n8), stretching N– C1 plus bending
N– C1– H1 (n6), and bending N– C1– H1 plus C1– C2– H2

(n4) ~obviously the symmetric atoms contribute equall!.
Apart from these main fundamentals, the remaining inten
is distributed basically among the overtones and combina
bands built on these origins. The correspondence of the c
puted bands and assignments with the observed featur
good in all cases. Compiled in Table IV, the so far un
signed bands are ascribed on the basis of the computed
ergy differences and band intensities. There are certain
crepancies in the labeling of the transitions wo
mentioning. Baviaet al.16 assigned as 70

1 the fundamental
transition observed at 0.1308 eV (1055 cm21) that we assign
as 60

1. They made the assignment on the basis of the gro
states frequencies, where the fundamental vibrationn7 has
the closest energy, 0.1332 eV (1074 cm21).43 In the
1 1B1(3py) staten7 increases by 40 cm21 and comes close
to n6 . Our computed intensity for the fundamental 70

1, com-
posed almost exclusively by the minus combination
stretchings N– C1 and C1– C2, is negligible. Therefore, in
agreement with other authors11,14we prefer the assignment t
the 60

1 fundamental. Something similar occurs for the 80
1 fun-

damental, which is assigned by Derricket al.14 and Palmer
et al.11 to moden1(a1). They were following Lord and Mill-
er’s nomenclature,44 which begins the numbering of the fre
quencies by the lower, not the higher energy mode as in
present Herzberg’s labeling.41 The authors11,14 selected label
n1 for the excitation at 0.110 eV (877 cm21), corresponding
to the lowest frequencya1 mode in the ground stat
(881 cm21). The situation differs in the 11B1(3py) state,
where the frequency of the second mode decreases al
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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100 cm21 upon optimization and comes closer to the o
served 0.110 eV (877 cm21) value. Considering the intensit
pattern computed in the present study the assignment cle
corresponds to the fundamental 80

1.
Finally, the vibrational structure of the 11A1

→2 1B2(3px) electronic transition has been computed. T
overall oscillator strength of this band is half that of th
1 1B1(3py) transition. The maximum intensity is also carrie
by the 00

0 excitation, a feature shared by all the transitions
Rydberg states~except in1A2 which is one-photon forbid-
den!. The in-plane vibrations carry most of the intense p
gressions, in particular modesn4 andn5 , corresponding ba-
sically to the bending of the C1– C2– H2 angle and the minus
combination of the stretchings N– C1 and C1– C2. Others,
such as theb2 modesn16 andn19 also contribute. The overal
profile of the band is not very different from that obtained f
the 11B1(3py) transition. The final assignment of the re
corded bands might therefore be questioned if band posit
and oscillator strengths were not accurate enough. We ca
assure a high accuracy in the position of the 21B2(3px)
band origin, but taking into account the computed intens
which is much lower for 21B2(3px), and the agreement be
tween theory and experiment in the assignments of
1 1B1(3py) band, we are confident about the present sugg
tions.

C. Valence–Rydberg mixing in the 1B 2 states of
pyrrole

Table V compiles the computed excitation energies a
oscillator strengths for the two low-lying1B2 states of pyr-
role at different levels of calculation. Two different basis se
and geometries have been employed in order to show
behavior of the CASSCF, CASPT2, and MS–CASPT2 me
ods. As mentioned in Sec. I, recent high-levelab initio cal-
culations, in particular a MRMP9 and a CC approach12 ob-
tained vertical excitation energies for the1B2(pp* ) valence
state that differed nearly 0.5 eV from the reported CASP
value at 6.00 eV.7 Additionally, the former methods obtaine
a larger, although similar, intensity for the1B2(3px) Rydberg
than for the valence state. In contrast, the CASSCF/CASP
oscillator strengths were computed to be very different

TABLE V. Computed excitation energies~eV! and oscillator strengths (f )
for the two low-lying1B2 states of pyrrole at different levels of calculationa

State

PT2 f MPT2 f PT2 f MPT2 f

basisAc basisBc

Experimental geometryb

1B2(3p) 5.78d 0.040d 6.10 0.004 5.86 0.024 6.06 0.02
1B2(pp* ) 6.00d 0.125d 5.75 0.158 6.01 0.078 5.87 0.21
Optimized geometryb
1B2(3p) 5.81 0.064 6.17 0.102 6.00 0.073 6.09 0.01
1B2(pp* ) 6.88 0.171 5.86 0.049 6.08 0.057 5.87 0.20

aPT2: CASPT2; MPT2: MS-CASPT2.
bExperimental~Ref. 38! and CASPT2 optimized~this work! ground state
geometries.

cBasis A: ANO 4s3p1d/2s1p12s2p2d ~Ref. 7!. Basis B: ANO
4s3p2d/3s2p11s1p1d ~this work!.

dOriginal calculations from Ref. 7.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the valence~0.125! and the Rydberg~0.040! transition. The
present PMCAS–CI/MS–CASPT2 results, performed wit
different basis set and geometry, are consistent with the
vious CASPT2 description of the pyrrole spectrum, plac
an intense intravalence transition inside the 5.5–6.5 eV ba
We attribute the discrepancy with the other methods to
presence of a strong valence–Rydberg mixing, which ta
place in different regions of the states hypersurfaces
which require specific treatment.

The earlier CASPT2 calculation7 employed the experi-
mentally determined ground state geometry. We have u
the same geometry to perform CASPT2 and MS–CASP
calculations ~see Table V! using the original ANO C,N
@4s3p1d#/H@2s1p#12s2p2d ~basisA! basis set and the
ANO C, N @4s3p2d#/H@3s2p#11s1p1d ~basisB! basis
set used in the present study. Seven1B2 roots were included
in the SA–CASSCF procedure and, for consistency with
previous results, the original~0604! active space was em
ployed for basisA, while the present~4523! space was used
for basisB. The results are very similar in both cases. Wh
the CASPT2 energies place the1B2(pp* ) valence state
above the1B2(3px) Rydberg state, the interaction at th
MS–CASPT2 level interchange their positions. Regard
the oscillator strengths, the valence transition carries mos
the intensity in all cases, but it is interesting to notice that
CASSCF/CASPT2 oscillator strength drops with basisB to
almost half of the previous value. Once the MS–CASPT2
applied the strength is restored to the valence state. We
conclude that the effect of the MS–CASPT2 is noticea
because the position of the states is interchanged, but
properties remain almost invariant. Therefore, the amoun
valence–Rydberg mixing can be said to be small. One of
basic characteristics of large valence–Rydberg mixing is
large change in properties of the involved states.31

The performance of the method is different at t
CASPT2 ground-state optimized geometry. For basisA, al-
though the state ordering remains the same at the CAS
level, the excitation energy to the1B2(pp* ) valence state
increases up to 6.88 eV, a change of 0.88 eV from the re
with the same basis at the experimental geometry. The o
lator strength values, however, do not differ much. The M
CASPT2 treatment again reverses the state ordering, pla
the valence state 5.86 eV below the Rydberg state 6.17
but the oscillator strength values are now quite different. T
Rydberg transition carries more intensity that the vale
transition. It is worth mentioning that the differentiation b
tween valence and Rydberg is not clear at this point. Foc
ing on the orbital extension does not help much because
computed values are similar for both states. We can there
confirm that at this geometry and using basisA the amount
of valence–Rydberg mixing is very large. This is reflect
both by the large excitation energy computed at the CASP
level and by the undetermined character of the states. Ch
ing to basisB the situation is slightly different. The vertica
CASPT2 energy drops to 6.08 eV, close to the values
tained at the experimental geometry, but the mixing is t
time reflected in the CASSCF oscillator strength valu
larger for the Rydberg than for the valence state. The M
CASPT2 treatment is now able to remove the mixing and
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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finally obtained states at 5.87 eV~valence! and 6.09 eV~Ry-
dberg! have a defined character and corresponding inte
ties.

Other experiments can be performed with different g
ometries, basis sets, and active spaces which lead in s
cases to heavy mixings, whereas in other situations the s
do not strongly interact. The conclusion is that the extent
the mixing is very sensitive to the level of calculation a
will depend strongly on the character of the hypersurfa
where the calculation is performed. We found less mixing
the optimized minima of the states than at the vertical geo
etries. The MRMP9 and CC12 results can therefore be ex
plained in the same context. Mu¨ller et al.45 recently showed
that a complete removal of the valence–Rydberg mix
problems was not possible even for the most accurate co
lation methods such as MS–CASPT2, multireference-sing
and doubles configuration interaction~MR-SDCI!, multiref-
erence quadratic coupled-cluster~MR-AQCC!, or equation
of motion-coupled-cluster~EOM-CC! in ethene unless the
reference wave function is corrected including dynami
correlation effects. We find that MS–CASPT2 can remo
most of the mixing25 and provide good excitation energie
but in severe valence–Rydberg situations the PMCAS–
properties can be largely perturbed by the mixing. In o
opinion these problems are the main reasons for the disc
ancies found in the vertical excitation energies of the1B2

states of the pyrrole molecule.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CASPT2 and MS–CASPT2 calculations on the grou
and six low-lying singlet valence and Rydberg excited sta
of the pyrrole molecule have been performed. The geo
etries of the states have been optimized by means of
CASPT2 method. Harmonic force fields at the optimiz
structures were computed at the same level of theory. Ve
cal and adiabatic excitation energies, together with vert
oscillator strengths, were also obtained. The results w
used in the calculation of the vibrational profiles of the ele
tronic absorption bands from the ground to each of the
cited states: 11A2(3s), 2 1A1(pp* ), 1 1B2(pp* ),
2 1A2(3pz), 1 1B1(3py), and 21B2(3px). The obtained re-
sults provide a consistent picture of the recorded spectrum
the energy region 5.5–6.5 eV and confirm that most of
intensity of the low-energy absorption band in pyrrole aris
from app* intravalence transition, in contradiction to som
recent theoretical conclusions.9,10,12 Transition origins and
the reported vibrational structure of some bands have b
successfully compared with experiments and solved prev
uncertainties, while new assignments are tentatively s
gested. The discrepancies found between CASPT2 and o
methods in the position of the valence 11B2(pp* ) state are
attributed to the large degree of valence–Rydberg mix
present at certain levels of calculation.
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